
Check delivery times

This document is only used during training in Monitor G5. The work flow described may not be
exactly like the processes used in your company, so you’ll need to take notes that can be used
later in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For detailed information on the
different terms and areas described during the training, you can read the online help function
for the procedures in question. To access the online help function, press on the toolbar or

press Shift + F1 in the procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain
section or box, for example, by pressing F1 in the procedure.

The check delivery times (CDT) is a function in Monitor G5 which is mainly used to control and calculate
the delivery date of a customer order. The CDT takes existing requirements and reservations into
consideration, as well as available capacity and material. The check is made in connection with the
order being created.

The purpose of CDT is to offer better master plans with reasonable delivery dates on customer orders
and reasonable finish dates on manufacturing orders. However, it is optional to use the delivery dates
and finish dates calculated by the CDT.

A prerequisite to use the CDT is that stock balances and order quantities on parts are updated and that
correct lot sizing rules are selected for the parts.

The CDT takes the supplier's days off from work into consideration. If you have not entered calendars
and calendar exceptions, if any, for the suppliers it might cause the delivery date on purchase orders
(including subcontracts) to fall on days when the supplier is closed for business.

It is possible to run CDT on quotes. The CDT will then reserve both capacity and material for the
hypothetical customer order.

In the Register manufacturing order procedure you can run CDT to check/control when a hypothetical
manufacturing order can be finished. This check does not include the requirement calculation which is
made on the highest level for quote and customer order. This requirement calculation is not needed
since manufacturing should always take place. On the other hand, requirement calculation is
performed on material included/incorporated in the part.

You can use the CDT function on parts in order to check when it is possible to deliver a certain part, if a
customer order should be created right now for the part in question. Since there is no customer order
with a quantity to use as a basis, the CDT is instead based on the order quantity of the part.

If you apply Alternate BOM and routing, it means that the CDT function also takes the terms customer,
variant code, revision, part status, and order type, into consideration, since these might affect the
result on customer order and quote. When using CDT from the part register the analysis is performed
using the active part revision and today's date, and when applying alternative BOM and routing, the
current status is also used.
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When you register a new work center, the setting regarding if it should be included in CDT is activated
by default. The default mode of this setting is determined by a system setting. Normally you only need
to include the work centers that are "bottle necks" (for example different machines) in the CDT.

To apply CDT you activate a main system setting and then you use the following settings to select what
the CDT should check by default. These system settings become available when you activate the main
system setting. Read more about this in the "System settings for check delivery times" on page 4
section.

One of the settings is that CDT will run automatically on manufacturing order, customer order row, or
quote row, in each registration procedure. This takes place when part number, quantity, and planned
delivery date/finish date, is entered or modified. The CDT will then also run when you save an order or
a quote in each registration procedure. It might be the case, that a balance has been changed by
another user during the time you have been working on the quote or order. In that case, a warning will
be displayed when you save and it is then possible for you to accept the new delivery date in which the
balance change resulted. Then it is also possible to run CDT on multiple customer orders at a time in
the procedure Order list – Sales. In the Part register procedure you can then run CDT on part. There you
run the CDT manually by clicking the button Run CDT on the toolbar. Then the CDT is only run on the
part's order quantity, since there is no quantity on order or delivery date to be used as basis.

To make sure two salespeople don’t happen to offer the same capacity in the work centers – and
require the same included material – you can rely on the net requirement calculation, which can be
configured to run at regular intervals. This is needed in cases where the manufacturing order is not
created in connection with the saving of a customer order.

The CDT function checks and calculates three things:

1. It checks if the planned date is reasonable. The result can either be positive or negative. The
answer depends on the result of the calculation in item 2. For example: "Can we deliver 10
pieces of part A on May 14?" The answer can either be yes or no.

2. Make a calculation of the earliest possible time on which the part and quantity can be produced
based on the standard BOM and routing. "10 pieces of part A can be delivered on May 5 at the
earliest".

3. Make a calculation of the earliest possible time on which the part and quantity can be produced,
but where some replanning is required to achieve that result. It might be that an operation
should be run in a different machine which has less loading, or that an alternative supplier with
shorter lead times is suggested. "10 pieces of part A can be delivered on May 3 at the earliest if
operation 20 is run in work center 110 instead of in work center 230". The result of this
calculation is only shown in the result window which can be opened when you register
order/quote. The suggested replanning will not be applied until you accept it.

The calculation results in earliest delivery date/finish date "when we can deliver". This is not the same
as when the customer can have the parts at their location (transport time should be added and fixed
delivery days might make a difference).
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In addition to receiving different dates as result, you can also in the result window see a more detailed
view which the calculation has created. It shows availability of the different operations and the
material, and the differences compared to the planned date. Each calculation finds a critical point for
the order, that is, a maximum difference (between planned delivery date and earliest possible delivery
date according to CDT) for either operation or for material, which determines what the earliest delivery
date/finish date will be. This date can then be used as a planned delivery date on the customer order or
quote, or the finish date on the manufacturing order.

If you cannot deliver within the planned time (that is, if the CDT results in a difference), then it is either
an operation or a material which is most critical (has the maximum difference). This is called critical
point for the order, and it is here you should first try to take action to, if possible, shorten the delivery
time.

When you register a quote or a customer order, the CDT function checks if delivery of the quantity can
take place on the planned delivery date you entered. A requirement calculation is made. If there is no
shortage, then you can deliver on the date you have entered. If there is a shortage you must refill the
stock. This always apply for parts with the lot sizing rules Fixed order quantity, Period requirement, and
Lot-for-lot. For parts with the lot sizing rule Linked requirement the situation is instead that the stock
never has to be checked since manufacturing will take place regardless of the stock balance.

If the CDT finds that there is a shortage, an action will start where the CDT function checks when the
part can be manufactured with the quantity which the part's lot sizing rule determines. This is based on
available capacity and available material. Read more about this in the "Check of capacity availability" on
page 5 and "Check of material availability" on page 7 topics.

Other info regarding the calculations
The CDT function will not "use" existing orders (included/incorporated stock driven part or material)
within the lead time. If there is a shortage within that time, you must make a new acquisition.
Otherwise another delivery would suffer since the CDT "used" from that supply, and there would not
be enough time to relieve the shortage without consequences, since it happened within the lead time.

When there is a shortage of manufactured or purchased parts you will get suggestions of creating an
order. Should the start date become today or the order date be today for these order, then the system
setting Time when order day changes to next day will be applied. That is, if the CDT is run after that
time of day, the start date and the order date will be tomorrow instead of today.
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System settings for check delivery times
To apply check of delivery times (CDT) you need to activate the system setting Apply check delivery
times by selecting the option Yes (in red). When you activate this system setting, additional settings will
become available below (see image).

With these settings you determine what the CDT should check by default, regarding capacity availability
(in blue) and material availability (in green). By default it is set to check capacity availability in work
centers included in CDT (bottleneck work centers) and to check material availability.

Read more about each system setting in the Check delivery times topic in the online help function for
the System settings procedure.

However, you can override the system settings for CDT for a specific quote, customer order, or
manufacturing order, by using the button CDT in the respective procedures (see image).
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Check of capacity availability
The basic principle for operations is that the CDT function checks the available capacity in the future,
that is, when the earliest possible time is to start each operation, if manufacturing is needed. If an
operation for example takes four hours, the CDT will look in the future for four hours available capacity
in a row.

For work centers with the time precision set to Day planning, the CDT function will check for these four
hours on day level, that is the CDT will analyze the available capacity/loading per day. For work centers
with the time precision set to Capacity via schedule or Hourly planning, the CDT function will check for
these four uninterrupted hours in the defined schedule.

The system setting Time when order day/start day changes to next day determines if the capacity is
available during the day or the next day.

The calculation of when an operation can be performed also considers the work center's availability
factor. If the work center fore example have an 80% availability and it is an operation which takes 8
hours, then the CDT must find 10 hours of uninterrupted capacity (8 ∕ 0.8) in the schedule of the work
center. The operation can in that case not be planned to be completed on a schedule with eight hours.

The CDT function also takes lag in the loading plan into consideration. The hours of the lag is then
added to other loading – which is not lag – and affects when there is capacity available.

Overload, if any, is evened out and is included in the CDT. This gives the same effect as a lag does, that
is, the overload will be included and calculated together with other loading. In the loading plan you can
compare the row for Accumulated difference including lag with the available capacity in this
calculation. Where a positive difference occurs the CDT function starts looking for available capacity.

When the analysis has been made for each separate operation, the CDT has found an earliest finish
date for each operation. These dates does not have a relation to each other. This might cause them to
no be in phase. For example, the first operation might get the earliest finish date April 14, 2022, and
the second operation can get an earliest finish date of April 12, 2022. But this is not the order in which
the operations should run. Each operation has a difference between the finish date it should have had
if you placed the order for the planned date and the earliest possible finish date that the CDT has
reached. The difference is given in work days for operations with day planning and in hours for
operations with hourly planning. This difference can be both positive (possible to run the operation
earlier than planned) and negative (the operation should be run later than planned). The operation
with the largest negative difference (or the smallest positive) is the operation which is critical.

The CDT keeps checking if all other operations can be planned in the right time/order in relation to the
critical operation. It might be the case that the operations before and after do not have sufficient
capacity at that time. Then the CDT function will look for new earliest finish dates for the operations.
This is repeated until all operations have capacity and can be run in the correct sequence with the
correct number of queue days in between. The analysis is then completed and the CDT has found a
finish time for the final operation which is the date when you should be able to have the part ready for
delivery. This is called a "puzzle difference". However, no consideration has yet been taken to the
material availability.
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In the result window the critical operation is indicated with a light red color to make it clear to you
which operation has been governing for the finish date. By allocating more capacity to that operation
you can affect the finish date.

Regarding work centers of the Pool type, the loading from the pool and the included work centers is
combined and compared to the total capacity for the included work centers. This provides a complete
loading for the work centers and can thereby be used to search for available capacity for additional
loading. This means you will get the same result regardless if you have created BOM and routing for a
pool work center or directly for one of the included work centers.

Another step in the calculation of capacity availability concerns suggesting an alternative work center
instead of the regular work center. Alternative work centers can be linked on operations in the BOM
and routing. The CDT function suggests to change work center for the critical operation. The suggested
work center and new finish date/delivery date provided when that work center is used can be seen and
confirmed in the result window.

You can also manually change to an alternative work center in the result window and run the CDT again
using the new work center. However, manual replanning items are not saved so you have to manually
perform the same replanning after the manufacturing order is created. Both when the CDT provides
suggestions of alternative work centers and when you manually change work center in the result
window, a new calculation is done. When you confirm your selection in the result window the standard
price, CM and CR, will also be updated on the order row as a result of the calculation.
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Check of material availability
For purchased material, the CDT function checks if there will be a shortage within the lead time.
Shortage is checked against definite shortage, not taking safety stock into consideration.

The CDT finds out the earliest possible delivery date for the product without there being a problem
with included material. If a shortage does not occur during the lead time, it means the material is not
critical for the delivery time. If there is no shortage because there is already at least one purchase order
covering the requirement in time, then you will in the result window see the delivery date for the
order, regardless if these purchase orders are confirmed by suppliers or not.

For included/incorporated stock driven manufactured parts, the same set of rules will apply as for
purchased parts. That is, there is a lead time which lets you know how long it will take to replace the
part. But if the CDT setting Check included stock driven part is activated, in cases where there is a
balance shortage of the part, an analysis is made of its included materials and operations to see when
these can be finished. If there is an existing order (even if it is beyond the lead time) it will always be
waited for, if it results in the CDT does not have to make a new order.

The analysis if the material availability will result in one or several materials being critical regarding the
delivery time if the difference between when the material is required and when you expect to have it
available is greater than the difference on the operations (the analysis of capacity availability).

If the material is critical for the delivery time, the CDT can suggest that you change to an alternative
supplier if this supplier has a shorter lead time. If an alternative supplier has the same lead time as the
regular supplier, the CDT will instead suggest the most inexpensive supplier.

Parts which are not stock updated or parts with the lot sizing rule No requirement calculation, are not
included in the analysis of material availability.

In distinction to purchased material, it is not always possible to trust the part's lead time in the part
register for stock driven manufactured parts. The CDT function checks if there are any shortages within
the lead time or if all shortages are so far ahead in time that it is OK to take material from an already
registered order, provided that a refill can be made of new parts before the next requirement.

A requirement of a stock driven manufactured part can be supplied by an already existing
manufacturing order. If you in the Net requirement calculation have activated calculation of New finish,
there is a date saved on each manufacturing order which shows when the order looks to be finished,
taking the remaining hours and available capacity as well as material requirement versus arrivals of
purchased parts into consideration. With the system setting called Existing manufacturing order you
can choose to use the calculated New finish date or the existing order's finish date as the planned date
when the part will be available.

When a stock driven manufactured part is a main part, or is selected to be lead time analyzed (as
included stock driven part) the CDT will not take the part data's throughput time into consideration. A
current throughput time will instead be calculated based on the current capacity availability and
material availability. For example, if the pre-calculation says three days but that we at the moment
have a high loading or a low material availability, then it can result in throughput time of five days.
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The throughput time is calculated via CDT of the greatest value of the order quantity and the
requirement quantity, with today's date as initial date. The calculation is the same as the calculation
you can make without an order, using only the part's order quantity as a basis (using the button Run
CDT in the Part register procedure).

If you select not to do a lead time analysis of included stock driven parts, then the throughput time
including material procurement will be used as lead time. However, the CDT function always does a
lead time analysis of the part you did the analysis of to see if new manufacturing is needed.

The date the analysis in CDT is based on for included stock driven parts, is the requirement date based
on the desired delivery date/finish date for the part one level up in the structure.

If coordinated processing is applied, all the parts in the coordinated processing are included in the
analysis. All incorporated/included material and loading are also included in the analysis, even if it is
only one of the parts that you are selling on a customer order. The delivery date/finish date which is
the latest in the analysis of the parts, will be the delivery date which applies for the part in the
customer order.
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Result of the CDT
By clicking the button CDT on quote row, customer order row, and manufacturing order, you can see
the result of the CDT in a separate window. A symbol on this button indicates how the order/order row
is supplied according to the list below. A tooltip on the button also informs you of this in text form.

– The row is supplied by the balance.

– The row is supplied by existing order.

– Manufacturing is needed to supply the row.

– Purchase is required to supply the row.

On the button you will also see an asterisk (*) if there is an alternative work center/supplier which
would result in an earlier delivery date/finish date if you should replan the order using the alternative
work center/supplier.

In the result window there is a tab under which you can see the CDT's planing window. Depending on
how the order is supplied, you can under additional tabs also see purchase order suggestion,
manufacturing order suggestion, order information, or the loading as a chart.

On the function menu under the tabs Purchase order suggestion and Manufacturing order suggestion
in the result window, there are different buttons you can use:

– Run the check of delivery times again. If you select/add an alternative work center/supplier

you can run the CDT again using this button.

– Go to critical operation/material. Using this button you can navigate in the table to the first

operation or the first material which is critical.

– Also show operations that are not included in CDT. By clicking this button you can also show

the operations in the work centers in the order structure which are not included in the CDT.

With the help of the result window you can investigate where there are critical operations and
material, that is, which suppliers and work centers have the greatest difference between the
planned delivery date/finish date and the actual delivery date/finish date. The difference is
shown in number of work days. This is a help to be able to replan orders to make them ready
for delivery sooner.

Summary
In the Summary table in the upper part of the result window you will only see information if
manufacturing or purchase is required.
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On the first row you see the entered delivery date/finish date of the order. On the next row you see
what will be the earliest delivery date if the standard work centers are used, and also what will be the
order's contribution margin and contribution ratio. On the third row you see which the earliest delivery
date/finish date will be if the alternative suppliers and work centers selected by CDT are used. You will
also see the order’s contribution margin and contribution ration will be in that case.

If there are alternative suppliers or work centers selected by CDT, then you can check the Apply box on
the third row if you wish to use that alternative, or you can keep the default setting to use standard
work centers.

By using the button Confirm you confirm which row that should be used. The result window will

then close and the delivery date/finish date of that row will be entered on the order.

Purchase order suggestion
The Purchase order suggestion tab is active if CDT is run on a purchased part and the check delivery
times function has created purchase order suggestions, that is, you need to make purchases to supply
the order/order row.

In the table you will then see information about the purchase order suggestions with supplier, quantity,
requirement date, delivery date, and the material row’s difference (the entity’s difference).

Supplier links on parts are shown if you click the button Alternative suppliers which then is available.

Here you can see if alternative suppliers and their lead time might affect if it is possible to obtain an
earlier delivery of critical material. UnderMore info button you will see the default supplier's lead

time as standard.

Manufacturing order suggestion
TheManufacturing order suggestion tab is active if you run an analysis on a manufactured part and the
CDT function has created manufacturing order suggestions, that is, you need to manufacture to supply
the order/order row.

In the table you will then see information about the manufacturing order suggestions with the order's
main part, its operations and materials. In the next node (level) you see included parts and material. If
you have selected that the CDT should also check included stock driven parts (via a system settings) you
will also see information about those parts' operations and materials in cases where balance is not
already available. For each operation and material you will see work center and linked default supplier,
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quantity, start date, requirement date, individual difference* and puzzle difference* in number of days,
and delivery date. The operations and materials which are most critical are shown in a light red color.
With the button Go to critical operation/material you mark the first critical operation/material.

By clicking the button Alternative work centers it is possible to change work center for critical

operations to obtain earlier finish dates. Supplier links on material are shown if you click the button
Alternative suppliers which then is available. Here you can see if alternative suppliers and their lead

time might affect if it is possible to obtain an earlier delivery of critical material or if it is possible to
purchase material at a lower cost.

* The CDT calculates differences both by row and as a puzzle difference. Which of these results
should be inherited to the result field of the order row is determined by the system setting
called Difference. The Individual options in this setting means the CDT only will use the
maximum difference from included/incorporated operations and material. The Puzzle option in
this setting means the CDT will try to place all included/incorporated operations and material in
the loading plan, exactly as it is on the order (the CDT with then used the order as a piece in a
puzzle an try to fit it in). If this does not succeed, 999 will be shown as the puzzle difference for
the row in question.

CDT's planning window
The tab CDT's planning window is always active. Here you see the planning window for the part which
was in focus under the Manufacturing order suggestion tab.

The planning window looks the same as in the Part register and Requirement calculation procedures.
Customer orders, manufacturing orders, suggestions, and material requirements from the CDT function
are marked with (CDT) in the Type column.

Order info
The Order information tab is active if there is an existing manufacturing order which can supply the
order/order row. Here you can see the same information as in theManufacturing order information
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procedure.

Loading
The Loading tab is active if the CDT function has created manufacturing order suggestions to supply the
order/order row. Under this tab you see a loading chart for all affected work centers on the operations
for the part node which contains critical operation/material. That part is shown on the first row. On the
rows below you can see how the operations are positioned in relation to each other as different blocks.

Each operation's block has a color code or a pattern according to the following: blue color means
existing loading for the work center, green color means the operation's loading according to the CDT,
and a blue grid means loading from the CDT for another operation.

A critical operation is marked with a red dot in the left column and the block of the critical operation
has a light red color. The loading chart is also positioned on the critical operation on the time axis when
you open the tab.

At the bottom of the tab you can use the buttons to navigate along the time axis and also select to go
directly to the critical operation. There is also a lever you can use to zoom in and out on the time axis.
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